THE LAW OF PHILANTHROPY.	195
no general protest was ever made against the cruelty
of slave-owners. No man, still less any body of men,
thought it worth while to give time and trouble either to
alleviating the miseries of the slave or to mitigating the
harshness of the institution itself. If it became clear to
any, as to a few philosophers it did, that the institution
was unjust, and if unjust then of necessity a monstrous
injustice, they quietly noted the fact, but never stirred
hand or foot to remedy it, and the majority of mankind
were not sufficiently interested in each other's happiness to
discover the existence of any such social injustice at all.
When this lethargy passed away and humanity became
a passion in the first Christians, it issued by the lips of
Christ an imperative ordinance making the sorrows of
each a burden upon all. Henceforth it became the duty
of every man gravely to consider the condition of the
world around him. It became his duty to extend his
regards beyond the circle of his personal interests, and
sometimes to open the gate of his privacy and relieve the
beggar who might be lying outside Ml of sores. Nor was
he to wait till the misery of some fellow-creature force'd
itself rudely tipon his notice and affected his sensibility.
On the-contrary he was to bear habitually in his heart the
load of the world's distress. Pity was to be henceforth
no stranger greeted occasionally, but a familiar companion
and bosom-friend. Nor was he to make philanthropy the
amusement of his leisure, but one of the occupations of his
life. He was to give alms ; that is, he was to relieve his
fellow-creature at the cost of some personal loss to him-
self, and Christ held that a despicable Christianity which
flung to the poor some unregarded superfluity; he valued
more the mite which the widow spared out of her poverty,
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